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Abstract

This paper reports results on the shielding effectiveness parameter of laminated epoxy composites

with carbon fibre reinforcements. Measurements of shielding effectiveness were carried out with a coax-

ial transmission line testing chamber according to ASTM 4935 standard and epoxy-matrix composites

with continuous carbon-fibres were proven to be an excellent electromagnetic interference shielding

material, where a composite slab made of 4 layers of prepregs provided more than 99.9% of electro-

magnetic attenuation. It was found that the reflection mechanism of the shielding material was mainly

influenced by the fibre volume ratio, and that an increase in the number of layers of the composite

resulted in higher shielding effectiveness due to a greater absorption mechanism. Calculations of the

shielding effectiveness parameter of the material used were made by means of commercial electromag-

netic simulation tools, having determined experimentally the overall resistivity of the composite. The

findings presented in this work suggest that in presence of a greater number of interfaces at different

impedance the separate modelling of matrix and fibres at mesoscopic scale must be taken into account.

Keywords: Carbon-fibre composites, Polymer-matrix composites, Shielding effectiveness,

Electromagnetic interference

1. Introduction

Nowadays, the rapid development of electronic technology and the requirement for high-speed elec-

tronic systems and devices are leading to an increasing improvement of the performances of electronic

and telecommunication devices, such as mobile phones, television, wireless systems, navigation sys-

tems and radar [1]. A large field of application areas range from commercial and scientific electronic
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instruments used in our everyday life to aerospace systems and military electronic products [2]. The

advances made have enhanced the quality level of human lives, but at the same time the resulting

increases in electromagnetic radiation emitted has raised the question of electromagnetic pollution. As

a consequence, several studies have been presented on the subject of radiative damage caused by elec-

tromagnetic waves on living species [3–5]. In addition, the electronic devices themselves are densely

integrated and operate at low voltage levels and so may be affected by unwanted electromagnetic

fields, with consequent perturbation of their performances [6]. Typical examples includes distortion of

radio/TV signals, difficulties in personal communication devices, such as mobile phones, limitations

or impediments of electrical sensitive instruments [7]. The disturbance generated by an external ra-

diation source, which affects electrical devices by electromagnetic induction, electrostatic coupling, or

conduction, is called Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) [8]. Protecting these devices from incoming

EMI becomes important to preserve their integrity and functionality.

To address the problem of EMI and electromagnetic pollution, suitable mechanisms of shielding

from radiation are needed. EMI shielding is defined as the act of controlling electromagnetic inter-

ference by blocking the field radiation with barriers made of conductive or magnetic materials [9].

Shielding materials present the ability to obstruct and minimize the signal emitted through backwards

reflection of the field waves or through absorption and dissipation of the radiation power inside the

material [10]. In order to reflect the electromagnetic radiation, the shield must be characterized by

mobile charge carriers and therefore tends to be electrically conducting; however, high conductivity

is not required and a volume resistivity of 1 Ωcm is accepted [11]. Thus, traditional shielding ma-

terials consist of sheet metal, metal screen, meshes, metal foam and volume conductive paints with

metal powders [11]. To quantify how much these materials exhibit shielding potential, the Shield-

ing Effectiveness (SE) parameter is widely used. For metals the SE can be calculated through the

Schelkunoff’s equations, knowing the magnetic permeability and electric conductivity [12, 13]. This

index is expressed in dB and for most industrial and consumer applications a signal reduction of 30

dB is considered adequate [14], for the making of electronic housing ad for electronic appliances at

least 40 dB are required [15, 16], a SE value higher than 100 dB implies that the material is essentially

impenetrable.

Over recent years, alternatives to traditional metals are being studied for possible EMI shield-

ing applications. In particular, various research has been carried out on polymer based conductive

composites and their application to the enclosures of electronic devices. The advantages offered by

conductive plastic composites over conventional metals include lighter weight, corrosion resistance,

lightning protection, and flexibility in design, which abates the housing seams typical of a metallic

sheets shield [17, 18]. Polymer matrix composites with carbon based filler have therefore been studied

as a promising alternative, especially those with carbon nanotubes [19–23]. However, in the aeronautic
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industry Carbon Fibre Reinforced Polymers (CFRP) are extensively used and show also good shielding

properties combined with their typical characteristics of high mechanical resistance (high modulus of

elasticity and low density) and high chemical inertness. In this class of composites the shielding effi-

ciency depends on the conductive filler used as the the polymeric matrix is non conductive, and they

possess a mean conductivity of ' 104 Sm−1, three orders lower than metals [24]. To obtain an high

level of shielding effectiveness the filler should have small size unit, high conductivity and high aspect

ratio, to increase the electrical connectivity [11]. Extensive studies have been made on the shielding

effectiveness of carbon materials including carbon fibres, colloidal graphite and flexible graphite by

Chung [19, 20, 25, 26]. Li and Chung [26] compared the SE of polyethersulfone (PES)–matrix compos-

ites filled with isotropic pitch based carbon fibres at different percentage of volume filler and different

filament lengths, it was found that the SE of composites increased with longer filaments, and that for

a SE>50 dB the minimum filler volume fraction was 40%. Luo and Chung [19] further demonstrated

that the SE of polymer-matrix composites with continuous carbon-fibres was greater than the SE pro-

vided by polymer with discontinuous filler and showed that the dominant mechanism of EMI shielding

was reflection. Wu and Chung [20] used the activation method on carbon fibres to enhance the SE

ability. The non linear behaviour of the SE as function of the frequency for CFRP sheet with 10% of

fibre concentration was explained as a consequence of the permittivity complex form of the material

by Fouladgar et al. [27]. Several studies investigated the connection between SE and number of lay-

ers, fibre concentration and aspect ratio. An increase in the number of layers of the composite was

demonstrated to be connected to an higher SE, while a decrease of filler concentration was linked to a

shift towards higher frequencies of the maximum SE, where the SE was found to be independent from

the fibre volume ratio for frequencies greater than 8 dB [27, 28]. A higher EMI shielding was related

to a greater fibre concentration due to an increase in the absorption loss, and a similar behaviour was

observed also for an increased fibre aspect ratio and sample thickness [26, 28–31].

For composite materials the calculation of shielding effectiveness at the design development stage

can be realized with 3D full-wave numerical simulations. Simulation tools, such as ANSYS HFSS, EZ-

FDTD and CST Microwave Studio (as utilised in this work), can be used and require electromagnetic

parameters of the materials to be known [32, 33]. However, for non-metal materials the SE cannot be

calculated and is obtained experimentally, with equipment defined by standard methods, such as the

MIL-STD-285 and ASTM D4935 standard tests. The equipment required may consist of rectangular

or coaxial waveguides, or in other configurations, spot-focusing horn lens antennas [34, 35]. CST

Microwave Studio can be used for the design of the waveguides and the antennas described by the

standard measurement tests, or for the simulation of incident plane waves and consequently can be

applied for calculations of SE [36–38]. Previous work related to the use of CST for SE predictions

includes mostly calculation of SE for metals, such as aluminium and steel [36], aluminium rectangular
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enclosures with different apertures [39, 40], and the modelling of new enclosure configurations [41, 42].

However, recently simulations to assess the applicability of composite materials to electromagnetic

wave shielding enclosures have been studied [43, 44].

The principal novelty of this work concerns the extension of the EMI shielding theory for a conduc-

tive plate to the case of woven carbon fibre/epoxy composite laminates over the percolation threshold.

A standardized method involving a flanged coaxial transmission-line holder was used to successfully

assess the conductivity/resistivity of thin woven laminates, using experimental measures of their shield-

ing effectiveness. The analysed composites contained continuous carbon fibres reinforcements of high

strength intertwined according to a 2/2 twill weave pattern, which could be used in general engineer-

ing, robotics and aerospace applications. It was shown that the numerical electromagnetic simulations

could successfully predict the SE of composite materials with homogenized electric properties for small

thicknesses ' 1÷3 mm, without taking into account the mesoscopic characterization of the material.

In addition, the SE of dry fibres intertwined with the same pattern as the composite laminates was

measured. The work proved that one layer alone of dry woven fibers was able to shield more than 99%

of the electromagnetic radiation, where the predominant shielding mechanism was due to reflection

loss.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the aspects of the EMI shielding theory are reviewed,

including the shielding mechanism and principles behind SE measurements techniques. Then, in section

3 experimental data obtained with a coaxial line assembly are analysed for carbon fibre/epoxy plates

and for dry carbon fibres. Finally, simulations of the experimental equipment are presented in section

4, where the composites are simulated as homogeneous elements with homogenized electric properties.

2. EMI shielding theory

2.1. The shielding mechanism

The electromagnetic plane wave theory is applied for EMI shielding in the far field region where

the shield distance from the radiation source is larger than λ/2π, being λ the free space wavelength of

the electromagnetic field [45].

According to Schelkunoff’s approach when an electromagnetic plane wave is incident on a shielding

material a part of the wave energy is reflected at the interface with the shield, as a result of the

difference in impedance between the incident wave and the shield [8, 46]. This primary mechanism,

defined as reflection loss, requires the presence of charge carriers in the material, i.e. for the shield

to be electrically conducting, and is a function of the ratio between the electrical conductivity and

the magnetic permeability of the shield σ/µ [7]. A part of the wave energy is then absorbed by the

volume of the material, this second mechanism is called absorption loss and is inversely proportional
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to the penetration depth or skin depth of the material, defined for high loss materials by the equation

[8, 12, 13]:

δ =
1√
πfµσ

(1)

where δ is the depth of the material at which the electromagnetic field drops exponentially to 1/e of

the incident value and f is the frequency. The absorption loss is the result of the heat generated in the

shield and is related to the interaction of electric and/or magnetic dipoles with the electromagnetic

field.

Fig. 1: Concept of shielding effectiveness (SE) for a slab of conductive material, wave absorption, reflection,

re-reflection and transmission mechanisms.

In addition a third part of the electromagnetic radiation is attenuated by multiple reflections, which

take place at various surfaces or interfaces in the shield, this third mechanism can be disregarded for SE

calculations if the shield thickness is much greater than the skin depth [46], when the absorption loss is

≥ 15 dB [22]. Finally the last part of the electromagnetic field is transmitted through the material, so

that the effectiveness of the shield can be viewed as the ratio expressed in dB of the electric (magnetic)

incident field intensity to the intensity of the electric (magnetic) field that is transmitted through the

shield:

SE = 20 log10

(
Ei
Et

)
= 20 log10

(
Hi

Ht

)
= 10 log10

(
Pi
Pt

)
(2)

where the subscripts ’i ’ and ’t ’ indicate respectively the incident radiation and the transmitted radia-

tion. Alternatively the expression provided by the ratio of the powers of the incident and transmitted

electromagnetic signals can also be used.
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2.2. EMI SE of a conductive plate

The shielding effectiveness can thus be expressed as the sum of three contributions [13, 47, 48]:

SE = SER + SEA + SEMR (3)

Each contribution, reflection loss (SER), absorption loss (SEA) and multiple reflection (SEMR), in-

fluence the overall ability of a polymer composite to shield from radiation. In order to have a better

understanding of these three mechanisms, the case study of a homogeneous conductive slab will be

presented. As shown in Fig. 1 the electromagnetic wave propagates in the free space until it encounters

a material with different intrinsic impedance ηS . In the far field region the intrinsic impedance of the

free space is given by the ratio between the incident electric field amplitude and the incident magnetic

field amplitude and is a constant equal to 377 Ω:

η0 =
|Ei|
|Hi|

=

√
µ0

ε0
' 377 Ω (4)

while the corresponding intrinsic impedance of a good conductor is [13]:

ηS =

√
jωµ

σ + jωε
'
√
jωµ

σ
(5)

where, given the hypothesis of a good conductor with high conductivity, σ � ωε. The reflection loss

parameter is related to this difference in characteristic impedances.

Fig. 2: Incident wave transmitted at two boundaries with different impedance. ES is the transmitted wave

at the first interface and Er is the reflected wave [8].

As shown in Fig. 2 the intensity of the transmitted electric field at the first interface is:

ES =
2ηS

η0 + ηS
Ei (6)
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At the second boundary of the shield, the wave passes from a medium with impedance ηS to the free

space:

Et =
2η0

η0 + ηS
ES =

4η0ηS
(η0 + ηS)2

Ei (7)

Substituting the wave impedance prior to entering the shield ηw for η0 and disregarding the effect of

the multiple reflections SER can be defined as [8, 13]:

SER = 20 log10
Ei
Et

= 20 log10
(ηw + ηS)2

4ηwηS
(8)

If the shield is an homogeneous conductive plate surrounded by an insulator, then the impedance of

the shield is much smaller than the impedance of the incident wave and the largest reflection occurs at

the first boundary encountered by the incident electric field, so also a thin sheet of conductive material

can provide a good reflection loss. Therefore if ηw � ηS [8]:

SER = 20 log10
ηw
4ηS

(9)

The absorption loss SEA parameter is related to the decrease of the electromagnetic field amplitude.

On encountering a shield made of a conductive material, the amplitude of the electromagnetic wave

decreases exponentially, according to equation:

Et = Eie
−t/δ (10)

where t is the thickness of the shield and δ the skin depth. The absorption loss can therefore be written

as [8, 13]:

SEA = 20 log10
Ei
Et

= 20 log10 (e
t
δ ) = 20

(
t

δ

)
log10 (e) (11)

Substituting Eq. (1) into Eq. (11):

SEA|dB ' 15.4t
√
fµσ (12)

where Eq. (12) shows the dependence of the absorption loss on the square root of the product of the

permeability and conductivity of the shield material. Thus the absorption loss increases with frequency

and the thickness of the shield.

Finally the third contribution to the SE for a slab of conductive material surrounded by an insu-

lating medium is linked to the primary reflection of the magnetic field. While for the electric field the

primary reflection occurs at the first interface, for the magnetic field the primary reflection occurs at

the second boundary of the shield and multiple reflections generates within the shield. If the shield is

thin and the absorption loss is not significant, the reflected wave at the second boundary returns to the

first boundary where is reflected again and so on until the amplitude of the field gradually decreases
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because of the multiple passages through the thickness of the shield. Therefore this correction factor

due to the multiple reflections related to the propagation of the magnetic fields in a shield is [8, 13]:

SEMR = 20 log10

∣∣∣∣1− (ηS − ηw)2

(ηS + ηw)2
e−2t/δ

∣∣∣∣ (13)

SEMR is a function of the ratio t/δ and is a negative number. This parameter can be neglected if the

thickness of the shield is greater than the skin depth, for plane waves the reflection loss is high and

the re-reflection loss is small. If the thickness of the material is equal to the skin depth the correction

factor is less than 2 dB, when t = 0.1δ the correction factor is 15 dB [8].

2.3. EMI SE measurement of non metallic materials

A two port vector network analyser (VNA) connected across a coaxial or rectangular waveguide

sample holder can be used for measuring the power reflected Pr and transmitted Pt at the two ports,

when the incident power is known Pi [48, 49]. Pi can be defined as the sum of three terms, power

reflected towards port 1 at the first boundary air/composite, power absorbed and power transmitted

after the second boundary composite/air:

Pi = Pr + Pa + Pt (14)

The values of the SE parameters are obtained by means of the phase and magnitude of the scattering

parameters S11 (or S22) and S21 (or S12), where they represent the reflectance (R), the transmittance

(T) and the absorbance (A) [48, 49]:

R = |S11|2 =
Pr
Pi

(15)

T = |S21|2 =
Pt
Pi

(16)

A =
Pa
Pi

= 1−R− T (17)

Considering the power balance, the SE is given by the sum of the shielding by reflection and the

shielding by absorption contributions, in case of negligible SEMR, SER and SEA can be expressed in

mathematical terms as follows [45]:

SE = SER + SEA =

= 10 log10
Pi
Pt

=

= 10 log10
Pi

Pi − Pr
+ 10 log10

Pi − Pr
Pt

=

= 10 log10
1

1− |S11|2
+ 10 log10

1− |S11|2

|S21|2
=

= 10 log10

∣∣∣∣ 1

|S21|2

∣∣∣∣

(18)
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Therefore the measure of the transmission coefficient S21, i.e. the forward voltage gain, gives the value

of the overall SE along the range of frequencies considered, according to Eq. (18).

2.4. SE as function of the resistivity

When Eq. (9) and Eq. (12) are substituted in Eq. (3), having disregarded the multiple reflections

mechanism, the following expression is obtained:

SE = 20 log10
ηw
4ηS

+ 15.4t
√
fµσ (19)

Combining Eq. (5) with Eq. (19) and considering that a polymer composite material is non-magnetic

and therefore µ = µ0, the SE becomes:

SE = 20 log10 ηw − 20 log10

(
4

√
ωµ0

σ

)
+ 15.4t

√
fµ0σ (20)

Thus it is possible to express the EMI shielding of conductive plastics, such as electroconductive

composites, as a function of the resistivity (or conductivity) of the composite material, the frequency

and the thickness of the shield. This expression is called Simon formalism [50, 51]:

SE|dB = 50 + 10 log10 (ρf)−1 + 1.7t(f/ρ)1/2 (21)

where f is the frequency in MHz, t the thickness of the material in cm and ρ is the volume resistivity

expressed in Ωcm. The reflection mechanism SER is estimated by the first two terms, the third term

evaluates the absorption loss SEA.

3. Experimental Evaluation of SE

3.1. Materials

EMI shielding measurements were performed on carbon fibre/epoxy composites and dry carbon

fibres. Two carbon fibre/epoxy laminates samples were prepared using pre-impregnated fabrics of two

different weights, while two specimens were realized with only layers of dry carbon reinforcements in

order to verify the impact on the SE parameter of the absence of the epoxy resin medium (Fig. 3). To

observe meaningful results the dry carbon fibers reinforcements considered are of the same type and

same pattern as the ones present in the prepregs.

The high strength carbon fibre laminates were made of layered prepregs: XPREG XC130 210gsm

and XPREG XC130 450gsm, with standard carbon fibre reinforcements Pyrofil TR30S 210gsm 3k and

TR50S 450gsm 12k respectively, intertwined according to a 2/2 twill weave pattern. The stacking

sequence and thicknesses are reported in Table 1. Each layer is orientated in a 0◦and 90◦orientation.

There was no layer rotation during the lay up procedure. After layering the prepregs as per Table
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Fig. 3: A) Specimen A: CFRP laminate (XPREG XC130-210gsm/XPREG XC130-450gsm/XPREG XC130-

450gsm/XPREG XC130-210gsm); B) Specimen B: CFRP laminate (XPREG XC130-210gsm/3xXPREG

XC130-450gsm/XPREG XC130-210gsm/2xXPREG XC130-450gsm/XPREG XC130-210gsm); C) Specimen C:

1 layer of dry fibres (TR30S); D) Specimen D: 4 layers of dry fibres (TR30S/TR50S/TR50S/TR30S).

1, both the wet samples underwent a curing cycle in autoclave at 100◦C and pressure at 8 bar under

vacuum for 4 hours. Laminates of 1 mm thickness (specimen A) and 3 mm thickness (specimen B)

were obtained.

Table 1: Carbon fibres/epoxy laminates: Specimen A and B properties

Specimen Thickness (mm) No of plies Stacking sequence

A 1±0.15 4 XPREG XC130-210gsm

XPREG XC130-450gsm

XPREG XC130-450gsm

XPREG XC130-210gsm

B 3±0.25 8 XPREG XC130-210gsm

XPREG XC130-450gsm

XPREG XC130-450gsm

XPREG XC130-450gsm

XPREG XC130-210gsm

XPREG XC130-450gsm

XPREG XC130-450gsm

XPREG XC130-210gsm

Subsequently, in order to analyse the impact of the carbon reinforcements only, samples with
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respectively one layer of dry fibres (specimen C) and with four layers of dry fibres (specimen D) were

prepared. The stacking sequence can be found in Table 2.

Table 2: Dry carbon fibres fabrics: Specimen C and D properties

Specimen Dry fibres Layers

C TR30S

D TR30S/TR50S/TR50S/TR30S

Specimen C was made by gluing one layer of dry carbon fibres TR30S, orientated according to 0◦

and 90◦ orientation, on a fibreglass panel which displays a good dielectric behaviour and is transparent

to radio waves. Specimen C was made with the aim to assess the SE of only one layer of dry fibres.

The same procedure was applied to specimen D, where instead four layers of dry fabric, orientated

according to 0◦ and 90◦ orientation each, were glued to a fiberglass support in order to mimic the

stacking sequence of Specimen A and to observe the effect on the overall SE of the absence of the

polymer matrix which is a common electrical insulator with average electrical resistivity of the order

of ' 1014:1016 Ωm [52]. Specimen A can therefore be compared to specimen D and an increase in

shielding effectiveness is to be expected as a result of the direct contact between the carbon fibres. The

experimental tests confirmed this behaviour to the point where specimen D exceeded the dynamic range

of the Network Analyser; hence, the preparation of a fifth specimen, which was repeating the stacking

sequence of specimen B, was considered not useful for the study purposes, because of the greater

shielding power provided by doubling the number of layers of dry carbon fibers and the consequent

lack of measurable results.

Finally, the samples were shaped by waterjet cutting with the dimensions reported in Fig. 4. For

each material to be tested a reference specimen and a load specimen were prepared, the reference is

composed by two parts having dimensions equal to the inner and outer conductors of the coaxial line,

while the load has the diameter equal to that of the outer conductor of the coaxial line.

Fig. 4: ASTM D4935: a) Reference specimen; b) Load specimen.
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3.2. ASTM D4935 method

The experimental measurements were realized by means of a coaxial transmission line, according

to the ASTM D4935 standard, used to measure the shielding effectiveness of planar specimens [34].

The advantages offered by this test technique are repeatability of measurements and the possibility

to determine the components of the electromagnetic signal, i.e. which part of the signal is reflected,

absorbed or transmitted [2]. The set-up as illustrated in Fig. 5 consisted of a programmable E5062A

ENA-L RF network analyser coupled with a coaxial specimen holder unit realized with an external

and internal conductors made of brass, the outer conductor is expanded to maintain throughout the

entire length of the holder a 50 Ω impedance and 10 dB attenuators are placed at each end of the

specimen holder with the function of insulators from the input and output signal.

Fig. 5: Set-up for electromagnetic shielding effectiveness measurement.

The inferior limit of the dynamic measurement range was ensured using a standard metallic atten-

uator with a maximum attenuation of ' 110 dB; for the measurements, values within 10 dB of the

smallest detectable signal were considered beyond the dynamic range (DR) according to the ASTM

D4935 standard. The frequency was scanned from 30 MHz to 1.5 GHz to ensure TEM wave radia-

tion, and the values of the incident power (voltage) and the transmitted power (voltage) through the

shield were recorded in 401 data points at each frequency. Two rounds of measurements were required

for each material. The SE parameter was calculated measuring first the received power while using

the reference specimen PReft , this allows to repeat the capacitive coupling of the loaded case, when

establishing the reference level, leaving the space between the two conductors free (unloaded). Once

replaced the reference with the load specimen, the test was repeated to measure the received power
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PLoadt . Therefore according to Eqs. (16, 18) the SE is given by:

SE|dB =
∣∣SLoad21

∣∣
dB
−
∣∣∣SRef21

∣∣∣
dB

= 10 log10
PLoadt

Pi
− 10 log10

PReft

Pi
= 10 log10

PLoadt

PReft

(22)

Furthermore, the power reflected back to the source and the power transmitted to port 2, for both

reference and load specimens are obtained from the values of the scattering parameters S21 and S11:

PRef/Loadr = Pi10
S
Ref/Load
11

10 (23)

P
Ref/Load
t = Pi10

S
Ref/Load
21

10 (24)

3.3. Experimental results

The measurements were recorded using a receiver bandwidth of 300 Hz and a signal power of 5

dBm, to lower the minimum range detectable and reduce the signal to noise ratio. Fig. 6 shows the

scattering parameter S21 for specimen A, B and C, both in case of references and loads. For the carbon

fibres/epoxy laminates (samples A and B) it was possible to obtain SE values for a range of frequencies

up to 450 MHz, beyond this point the measured values exceed the DR of the system. This behaviour

is caused by the low resistivity of carbon fibres that makes the composite acting like a conductor. On

the contrary SE values for 1 layer of dry carbon fibres were registered for all the range of frequencies

from 30 MHz to 1.5 GHz, being a single woven fabric of dry fibres less conductive and consequently

less effective as a shield than layered composites as samples A and B.

Fig. 6: S-parameter S21 of carbon fibres-epoxy laminate 1mm (specimen A), carbon fibres-epoxy laminate

3mm (specimen B), 1 layer of dry carbon fibres TR30S (specimen C).

However, the situation changes when comparing 4 layers of dry fibres (sample D) with sample

A. Both samples have the same stacking sequence of woven fabrics, but specimen D shows greater
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shielding power than specimen A, as it appears in Fig. 7, where S21 decreases in dB towards the lower

measurement limit, exceeding the DR, therefore the presence of epoxy resin lessens the contact points

between fibres, reducing the overall conductivity of the composite.

Fig. 7: S-parameter S21 of specimen D: 4 layers of dry carbon fibres (TR30S/TR50S/TR50S/TR30S).

Table 3 shows the values of the average volume resistivities and of the average SE for the tested

samples. Sample B (8 layers of fabric prepregs) exhibits higher attenuation upon transmission com-

pared to sample A (4 layers of fabric prepregs). As a rule of thumb the greater the resistivity (smaller

Table 3: Electrical volume resistivity and attenuation upon transmission of samples A, B and C

Specimen Matrix Filler Frequency range Average volume Average

(MHz) resistivity (Ωcm) SE (dB)

A Epoxy Carbon fibres 30 to 450 9.8×10−3 72.8±5.5

B Epoxy Carbon fibres 30 to 400 3.3×10−2 81.6±5.3

C / Carbon fibres 30 to 1500 / 53.9±0.6

conductivity), the lower the shielding effectiveness, because of the lower reflection loss coefficient SER

[7, 19, 20]. However, the volume resistivities calculated with Simon formalism, Eq. (21), using the SE

measured values and the measurement frequencies, prove that sample B has also a higher resistivity

(lower conductivity) than sample A and that consequently a great contribution to the SE is given by

the absorption loss SEA which is directly proportional to the thickness of the specimen, in fact the

higher shielding effectiveness of sample B according to Eq. (21) is caused by a greater absorption loss,

due to the greater thickness of the specimen. The volume fraction of polymeric matrix is possibly

bigger in specimen B compared to specimen A, also the larger thickness and the different lay up (the
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presence of 5 layers of XPREG XC130 450g) may have influenced the spillage of the resin during the

curing process in autoclave. A largest amount of resin reduces the overall electrical conductivity of

the material because it increases the fraction of insulating material and decreases the contact points

between the conductive fibres.

Fig. 8: Incident, reflected and transmitted powers for Specimen A/B/C. The first column refers to Reference

specimens in place, second column refers to Load specimens in place.

Fig. 8 shows the incident, reflected and transmitted power of the three different specimens as

a function of the frequency. In the first column the reported power values were measured with the

reference in place, while in the second column the load is considered. When the reference is in place,
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the power transmitted tends to Pi=0.0032 W, but it doesn’t reach its value, because realistically the

contact between flanges and specimen is not perfect and a discontinuity is introduced, which leads

to power losses. In addition, a certain amount of power reflected could be measured for specimen

A, B and C of the order of 10−5 ÷ 10−6 W, representing the signal reflected from the coaxial holder

system. In case of loaded transmission line, the situation is reversed. The power transmitted to port

2 is extremely low of the order of 10−10 W for specimen A, 10−12 W for specimen B and 10−8 W for

specimen A, confirming the high shielding ability of carbon fibres. The power reflected back to port 1

is very high and around 0.0031 W.

Table 4 provides the percentages of the incident power Pi that is reflected back to the source and

transmitted though the material under test. Considering specimens A and B, it can be observed that,

when the reference is in place, the power reflected from the system increases with the thickness of

the sample, whilst with the load in place the reflected power (which includes also the contribution

of the experimental apparatus) remains almost unchanged; however, at the same time the signal

transmitted through the load decreases for specimen B. This behaviour potentially indicates a greater

power attenuation due to the absorption loss for specimen B, because of the larger number of layers

contained. The primary mechanism of EMI shielding for carbon composites is addressed as reflection

Table 4: Power reflected with load specimen in place, power reflected with reference specimen in place,

power transmitted through the load specimen

Specimen Percentage of power Percentage of power Percentage of power

reflected with load reflected with reference transmitted through

in place in place the load

(PLoad
r /Pi) (PRef

r /Pi) (PLoad
t /Pi)

A 98.8% 8.5% 0.017%

B 98.9% 9.4% 0.004%

C 97.6% 12.7% 0.23%

[19, 53]; however, the lower amount of power blocked by absorption is caused by the lower power

transmitted across the first interface of the shield material because of the previous reflection mechanism.

Considering specimen C, the reflected power with the reference material in place increases, while

decreases the signal transmission through the unloaded coaxial holder (96÷97% of signal transmitted

for composites laminates against 94% for specimen C). A possible explanation to this behaviour is due

to the contact between the sample and the flanges. The specimen presents a non smooth surface on one

side and a dielectric side, which can potentially exacerbate any issues related to the electrical continuity

of the transmission line. The single layer of dry fibres in specimen C shows an appreciable reflection
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loss comparable with specimen A and B, but also a significant transmission of power. The experimental

results demonstrate that the prevailing shielding mechanism of specimen C is due to return loss and

its value is similar to the one of the composite laminates A and B; in fact, the reflection mechanism is

highly dependent on the first interface encountered by the electromagnetic waves and both specimens

A and B possess as first layer the same woven fabric as specimen C. On the other hand, as expected,

the absorption loss is not predominant, due to lack of adequate thickness of the dry fibers layer and

consequently a greater part of the radiation passes through the material.

In conclusion, the SE measured for specimen C shows that a layer of 2/2 twill weave dry fabric

alone is able to shield more than 99.999% of the electromagnetic radiation. A composite material

made of 4 layers of prepregs offers more than 99.99999% of attenuation, while a composite with 8

layers more than 99.999999%. The higher shielding ability displayed by specimen B can be due to

a greater absorption loss; however, an increase in multiple reflections inside the material can also be

considered. A material with an attenuation level between 90 dB and 120 dB is considered to have

an excellent shielding performance [54], in fact any calculated attenuation higher than 100 dB implies

that the material is essentially impenetrable. The composites analysed, having a shielding effectiveness

between 60 dB and 90 dB, provide a significant degree of attenuation of the electromagnetic radiation

[54].

4. Electromagnetic simulations

CST Studio Suite simulation software was applied to perform calculation of shielding effectiveness,

the software is used for designing, simulating and optimizing electromagnetic systems and presents

the ability to link multiple simulations with different solvers [36]. The experiment was implemented

within the suite’s CST Microwave Studio (CST MWS) component, a tool for the 3D electromagnetic

simulation of high frequency components such as antennas, filters, couplers, planar and multi-layer

structures, where the software offers the possibility to build in the same environment circuit elements

and 3D components [55].

4.1. Experiment simulation

The first step of the modelling work was to reproduce the equipment used for the experimental

tests, as shown in Fig. 9. The design was realized following the instructions reported in ASTM D4935.

The coaxial line assembly consists of two mirrored parts and is composed of an external conductor

and an inner conductor separated by air, built up from several conic and tapered sections. The sample

under test sits in the central part of the system, where it is fixed to an outer flange. An acrylic insert

provides support for the centre conductor, and it is visible in purple in Fig. 10. The input signal

power enters through port 1 and the output power is measured at port 2. In addition air elements
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Fig. 9: ASTM D4935 equipment simulation.

were inserted between inner and outer conductors at the ports location to guarantee the passage of

electromagnetic radiation.

Fig. 10: ASTM D4935 simulation equipment components.

The properties of the selected materials are described in Table 5. The internal and external conductors

were made of brass (a lossy metal) with a conductivity of 2.74e+007 S/m, the acrylic material was

simulated by means of a material with relative permittivity ε=3.2 and conductivity of 0.02 S/m. The

simulations were carried out for specimen A and specimen B considering one geometry element with

homogenized conductivity calculated with Eq. (21) derived by the shielding effectiveness theory.

Table 5: Parameters of the assembly components

Component Type Electrical conductivity Relative Permittivity Relative Permeability

(S/m) εr µr

Out/In conductor Lossy metal 2.74e+07 / 1

Acrylic Normal 0.02 3.6 1

Air gap Normal / 1.00059 1
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Once obtained the values of SE as function of the frequency f, the conductivities were calculated

as the average of the values registered in a range between 30 MHz and 450 MHz for specimen A,

and between 30 MHz and 400 MHz for specimen B, using Eqs. (9,12,20). Different thicknesses were

considered for both samples A and B, where at the same shielding conditions, the thinnest specimen

in order to offer an equal level of protection, has a greater conductivity, as it appears in Table 6. Both

cases of reference and load were simulated, obtaining 0 dB of SE for references, considering no material

is actually acting as a shield. The -20 dB value constantly measured for the reference specimens during

the experimental tests was due to the two 10 dB attenuators, which are not present in the simulation.

Table 6: Calculated average value of conductivity with Simon formalism for different values of thicknesses

Specimen Thickness Average σ

[mm] [S/m]

A 1.00 10200.65

0.85 12954.21

B 3.00 3161.45

2.75 3636.28

The electric field lines for the Transverse electromagnetic (TEM) propagation mode are represented

in Fig. 11, if the reference is in place, and in Fig. 12, if the load specimen is in place. In presence of the

reference there is no actual shielding material inserted between the two halves of the coaxial line and

the electromagnetic field is free to propagate throughout the length of the coaxial sample holder. Once

the load is inserted, its shielding ability prevents the propagation of the electromagnetic radiation,

as shown in Fig. 12, where an homogeneous element with a thickness of 3 mm and conductivity of

3161.45 S/m is acting as a shield against the electromagnetic waves.

The results of the simulations are given in Fig. 13,14. To obtain accurate results a finer mesh

was considered for Specimen A. For this sample a mesh of 32 elements with element’s length in z

direction of ' 0.03 mm was used, as a compromise between computational costs and output results.

For specimen B a mesh of 29 elements with element’s length in z direction of ' 0.10mm was used. In

average the simulation results are higher in SE compared to the experimental one; however, in the range

considered for the simulations, between 0 and 400 Hz, it was possible to obtain curves comparable to

those measured experimentally. For specimen A the simulation with a sample of 0.85 mm in thickness

and 12954.21 S/m differs in average from the measured values of ' 1.96 dB, while the simulation with

a sample of 1 mm and 10200.65 S/m differs in average of ' 1.95 dB. The effect of thickness variation

is minimal and slightly affects the slope decreasing it. A smaller thickness affects the absorption loss,

and in the simulation with 0.85 mm the reflection loss compensates for the decrease in absorption.
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Fig. 11: Electric field propagation in presence of the reference specimen.

Fig. 12: Electric field propagation in presence of the load specimen.

The more the frequency increases the more the curves obtained seem to converge to the experimental

results.

A different trend seems to be applied in the case of specimen B. Also in this case the difference in

thickness causes minor variation in the slope of the curve, whereas specimen B has a greater thickness

compared to specimen A and therefore the impact of a change in this variable may be less significant.

However, the simulations obtained have a greater slope compared to the experimental curve, the

linear trendline shows a slope of m = 0.086 compared to the linear trendline slope m = 0.045 of the

experimental curve. The differences between the simulations and the experimental data are probably

related to the multiple reflection mechanism that takes place because of impedance mismatches at the

various interfaces present inside the composite material which is not considered. The reflection loss

parameter decreases with increasing frequency, while the absorption loss increases at high frequencies
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Fig. 13: Shielding effectiveness of Specimen A, experimental vs simulations.

and becomes the primary shielding mechanism. Therefore the more the frequency increases, the more

the influence of SEA becomes important. In the curves obtained from the simulation the SE becomes

greater than the one measured experimentally increasing the frequency. The SEA may be overestimated

because of the lack of a negative correction factor represented by the SEMR parameter. Although the

Fig. 14: Shielding effectiveness of Specimen B, experimental vs simulations.

thickness in sample B is greater and a certain absorption loss is expected, the composite material

is not homogeneous and contains several boundaries within itself, due to the presence of fibres and

resin. Another cause for this behaviour is related to Simon formalism where three-dimensional isotropy

of resistivity is assumed; however, both mechanisms (reflection and absorption) are related with in-
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plane and out-of-plane resistivity, which are not always the same. The assumption of homogeneous

resistivity works better with smaller thicknesses. Furthermore, it must be taken into consideration

that the conductivity was calculated as the average value in the specified range of frequencies.

The overall results of the comparisons between simulations and experimental data suggest that,

knowing the conductivity of a thin plate of laminate, the simulations can be used to determine its

shielding effectiveness, without resorting to experimental tests. The shielding effectiveness theory of

a conductive plate, Eqs. (9,12,21), can be applied within certain limitations to composite materials

with filler content over the percolation threshold, i.e. with conductivities of the order of 103-104 S/m.

These limitations are represented by the number of layers of the laminate. In this study is shown

that with a number of layers between 4 and 8 the simulations are comparable with the experimental

measurements.

5. Conclusion

The information described in this paper is focused on the EMI shielding effectiveness of CFRP

composites and on the calculation of the SE parameter of these materials knowing their volume re-

sistivity. The results of the experimental tests show a significant ability to obstruct electromagnetic

radiation. A simple layer of 2/2 twill 3k dry carbon fibres fabric is able to shield more than 99.999% of

the electromagnetic radiation. In Layered carbon fibre/epoxy samples the presence of the resin reduces

the contact between fibres, therefore the SE of CFRP composites increases with a higher fibre volume

fraction, which ensures a greater continuity of conductive filler along the length and the thickness of

the material. A larger thickness and a greater number of fabric layers are not therefore an indication

of higher conductivity, as shown in the case of specimen B, which is always related to the fibre volume

fraction. However, the specimen with more layers exhibits a greater protection against electromag-

netic radiation, proving that the shielding effectiveness is not only related to the conductivity of the

material, but is also dependent on the power dissipated along the thickness and on the power reflected

at different interfaces.

CST Microwave Studio provides an efficient platform for performing simulations of shielding ma-

terials. The simulation work described applies to the less generic case of CFRP materials, which were

presented as simple geometrical elements with homogeneous conductivity properties. For 1 mm thick

specimen A, the 3D model offer a level of accuracy less than ' 2 dB compared to the experimental

tests results. So it is possible to neglect the effect of a separate modelling for resin and fibres and the

presented model can be used as a valid approximation of the reality in this range of frequencies. The

model proves also that the re-reflections losses can be disregarded to a certain extent and that the

approximation calculated with Simon formalism is adequate to describe the problem. An increase in
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thickness favours the difference between the simulated shielding effectiveness and experimental results.

In a thicker specimen made of carbon fibres/epoxy composite, with more layers of fabric, possibly

the number of interfaces at different impedance is greater, causing a more significant re-reflections

mechanism. In this case it may be appropriate to take into account the separate influence of matrix

and fibres at mesoscopic scale. Another factor, that may have affected the output, depends on the

application of Simon formalism to calculate the SE as an average of values.
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Nomenclature

E: Electric field

H: Magnetic field

η0: Impedance of the free space

ηw: Impedance of the incident wave

ηS : Impedance of the shield

f : Frequency

ω: Angular frequency

ε: Permittivity

µ: Magnetic permeability

ε0, µ0: Permittivity and magnetic permeability of free space

εr, µr: Relative permittivity and relative permeability

σ: Electrical conductivity
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δ: Skin depth

γ: Propagation constant

t: Thickness of the material

P : Electromagnetic signal/transmission power

Pi: Input power

Pr: Power reflected

Pt: Power transmitted

Pa: Power absorbed

R: Reflectance

A: Absorbance

T : Trasmittance

Sij : Scattering parameters

SE: Shielding effectiveness

SER: Reflection loss

SEA: Absorption loss

SEMR: Re-reflection loss
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